ABSTRACT. The initial-value problem for the quantum back-reaction in spinor QED is formulated and solved in the semiclassical mean eld approximation, for a homogeneous but time-dependent electric eld E(t). We apply the method of adiabatic regularization to the Dirac equation in order to renormalize the expectation value of the current and derive a nite coupled set of ordinary di erential equations for the time evolution of the system. We solve this system in (1+1) dimensions numerically and compare the solution to a simple model based on a relativistic Boltzmann-Vlasov equation, with a particle production source term inferred from the Schwinger particle creation rate and a Pauli-blocking factor. This model reproduces very well the time behavior of the electric eld and the creation rate of e + e ? pairs of the semiclassical calculation.
Introduction
The rate of creation of pairs of charged particles in a static and homogeneous external electric eld was computed long ago 1{6]. This process has been used extensively in color-ux-tube models to describe multiparticle production in hadronic collisions 6{13]. A strong color-electric eld is assumed to be formed between receding hadronic sources|quarks or hadrons|and quark-antiquark and gluon pairs emerge in the presence of the eld by tunneling. In models for the production of a quark-gluon plasma the source for the eld is the fragmenting nuclei.
In solving a dynamical problem with a strong initial electric eld the e ect of the produced particles on the electric eld (the back-reaction) should be taken into consideration 11{13]. The construction of the usual models for quark-gluon plasma creation has often been based on oversimpli cations. One is the modi cation of the Schwinger expression for the time independent rate of pair production so that it becomes time dependent through the time variation of the electric eld (even though a xed external electric eld is inherent in Schwinger's derivation); moreover the transverse and longitudinal momentum distributions of the produced particles are chosen according to results of a WKB calculation 12] . It is not clear whether this choice is entirely appropriate.
In order to evaluate the dynamic rate of pair production self-consistently, we propose to study the quantum back-reaction of spin- 1 2 elds in a spatially homogeneous classical electric eld through the semiclassical Maxwell equations. The back-reaction problem for quantum elds has been developed particularly in the study of quantum elds in curved space 14{19]. In formulating the back-reaction problem, divergences appear in the expectation value of the conserved currents, and a renormalization procedure which guarantees well-de ned nite equations is required. Adiabatic regularization is a useful approach which enables one to dispose of these in nities in a way that is consistent with conventional renormalization for a variety of spatially homogeneous problems 14{20], and is easy to implement in a practical numerical procedure. This method has been successfully applied to the study of the back-reaction problems in which the matter eld is a scalar eld 17{20].
In Ref. 20] we found that results based on calculations in semiclassical scalar electrodynamics are very similar to those obtained from a model based on a phenomenological relativistic Boltzmann-Vlasov equation. It is of in-terest to see if the same results obtain for fermions which, unlike bosons, possess no classical limit, and for which Pauli blocking, rather than Bose enhancement, implies a quite di erent consequence from the consideration of quantum statistics.
To apply adiabatic regularization to the case of fermions, we again express the Fourier components of the eld operators in a WKB-like form. This enables us to isolate the ultraviolet divergences via an adiabatic expansion and to perform a mode-by-mode subtraction. In Section 2 we derive the coupled equations for the elds in the semiclassical limit of QED, and in Section 3 we discuss the adiabatic regularization procedure. In Section 4 we present our numerical results in (1+1) dimensions and compare them with the phenomenological Boltzmann-Vlasov model. These spinors are chosen to be eigenvectors of 3 it is valid at any time, and each set s , with s = 1; 2 or s = 3; 4, is a complete set of linearly independent solutions of the Dirac equation. Note that these complete systems are not identical, and orthonormality conditions holds for each set separately. In principle, we need only one of these sets in order to expand the eld operator in terms of single-particle solutions. In order to ensure that with our initial conditions the Dirac current vanishes at t = 0 it is advantageous to use both sets in our calculations, as will be shown in the next section. Now we can construct the quantized spinor eld operator in the form As in the bosonic case, the equation for is a second order non-linear differential equation. This equation enables us to study the large-momentum behavior of the solutions. It will be shown that an adiabatic expansion of (3.2) to second order is needed to identify and isolate the divergences in the current (2.30).
The adiabatic expansion, an expansion in powers of 1=! k for large k, is obtained by successive iteration: Inserting the zeroth order solution (0) ks = ! k into the right-hand side of (3.2) one obtains 2 up to second order; inserting this value to the right-hand side the fourth order is obtained, and so forth. It is not di cult to see that higher-order adiabatic approximations contain terms of higher order in 1=! k . (3:15) so the expression for A R is nite (see Eq. (3.11)). Since this is so, and since ? s depends on e and A through the product eA = e R A R only, the R subscripts will be omitted from now on. Consider now the di erence between the exact expression (3.15) and its adiabatic approximation. Examining (3.9), (3.10), and (3.14), we can write Super cially it seems that the second derivative of A appears only on the left-hand side of (3.17), but in fact the subsidiary condition (3.16) de ning R k is an intrinsic part of (3.17). We are interested in solving an initial value problem where the initial conditions for the Maxwell equation are given by _ A(t = 0) = ?E 0 ; A(t = 0) = 0; (3:18) and where the initial state is the adiabatic vacuum, selected by matching the exact solutions in (3.1) to their adiabatic approximation, viz.,
Non-vacuum initial conditions may be handled in a manner analogous to the bosonic case, by adding to the current expectation value non-zero particle number densities, without changing the initial conditions (3.19). As in the bosonic case the initial conditions are not completely arbitrary, because the asymptotic form of the adiabatic expansion (3.16) in which A and R k appear must be consistent with the nite renormalized Maxwell equation (3.17) . By substituting (3.19) into (3.7) and (3.16) we nd that A(0) = 0, but R k (0) = 2p 3 ! k and directly extract the value of A. The tted value of A depends, however, on the number of terms used to expand the above series. In addition, at some momentum a t to a nite series in powers of ! ?1 k breaks down. Instead, we propose an iterative scheme making use of (3.17). We take R k to be zero at an extremely large momentum as a trial value, so A is extracted from (3.16) automatically. Using this value for A we use (3.16) to extract R k for each k up to this very large momentum. Then, substituting R k in (3.17) we get a new and slightly di erent value for A. This procedure may be iterated until convergence of the sequence of A, R k is reached. Thereafter the next time step is taken.
Semiclassical QED in (1+1) dimensions
For the sake of simplicity we solve semiclassical QED in (1+1) dimensions for a system that initially is taken to be in an adiabatic vacuum state, with given initial electric eld and zero initial electric current. We follow the same steps as in the (3+1) The last term in the braces in (4.8) does not contribute to the integral but was included for numerical purposes. The set of equations (3.2) and (4.8) with the initial conditions (3.18) and (3.20) de nes the numerical back-reaction problem.
We show in Figures 1 and 2 the time evolution of the scaled electric eld E eE=m 2 and the induced currentj ej=m 3 as functions of mt. Stability was attained for these results, as well as for those presented below, with the time step d = 5 10 ?4 and a momentum grid with dk dk=m = 0:003, forcing very long running times. With these strong initial electric elds we nd that the induced current increases rapidly and becomes saturated at a constant value for some time, then it decreases until it saturates at a higher constant value in the opposite direction, after which clear plasma oscillations are seen.
The saturation in the rst period is easy to understand. In a classical kinetic picture, we have have j = 2enhvi, where n is the density of particles (or antiparticles) and v is their velocity. j saturates as v is driven to the speed of light by the strong electric eld; then E changes its sign and the existing particles, together with the newly created particles, are accelerated in the opposite direction until again they almost reach the speed of light. Due to the additional produced particles the absolute value of j in the second plateau is larger than in the rst one.
The envelope of the electric eld amplitude decreases substantially only in the rst few oscillations and remains almost constant at later times, i.e., the pair production happens essentially in the rst stages of the evolution. In subsequent oscillations n is larger and E is weaker, and therefore the frequency of oscillations increases. For quantitative comparisons to classical plasma oscillation it should be noted that as long as the particles are relativistic the frequency of plasma oscillations depends not only on n but also on the strength of E; the weaker the eld the higher the frequency, in contrast to the nonrelativistic case where the plasma frequency does not depend on the amplitude of E.
As time progresses, there develops a highly oscillatory behavior (as a function of k) for the integrand in (4.8). However, we expect that the particle creation rate decreases for weaker electric elds, and that the particle number becomes approximately conserved at late times. Let us de ne the particle number density in phase space by expanding the exact fermionic eld operator in terms of the lowest, zeroth-order mode functions, f Figures 3(a) and 4(a) . Clearly, the occupation number does not exceed one in accordance with the Pauli principle.
In modelling the creation of a quark-gluon plasma in heavy-ion collisions, a ux-tube model has been used, employing a relativistic Boltzmann-Vlasov equation with a particle source term. As in our calculation, one studies the evolution of a system with a homogeneous (color) electric eld, which initially contains no particles 10{13] . Let us compare the results of this phenomenological model to those of our semiclassical analysis. The relativistic kinetic equation in the presence of a homogeneous electric eld is @f @t + eE @f @p = dN dt dx dp = ?jeE(t)jlog where f(p; t) is the (x-independent) classical phase space distribution, expressed as a function of the kinetic momentum p, and the right-hand side is the fermion pair-production rate in (1+1) dimensions. We assume that the particles are produced at rest 20], i.e., the source term is proportional to (p). (The singularity on the right hand side of (4.11) for m = 0 is spurious in that there can be no pair production from a classical homogeneous electric eld for massless fermions in one spatial dimension. This selection rule is not, however, built into the usual WKB arguments 6] used to determine tunneling rates based on energy balance alone.) Initially, f(p; 0) = 0. Eq. (4.11) may be solved using the characteristics dp dt = eE, giving f(p; t) = ? where the t i 's ful ll p + eA(t) ? eA(t i ) = 0 and t i < t.
The eld equation for A is d 2 A dt 2 = j total = j cond + j pol (4:14) where the conduction current is j cond = 2e Z dp j pol = 2 E Z dp 2 p dN dt dx dp : in terms of the dimensionless variablesÃ eA=m,Ẽ, and . The time evolutions ofẼ and| are shown in the dashed curves of Figures 1(a) and 2(a) . In the former, we see that for an initial eldẼ =0 = 1 there is good quantitative agreement between the results obtained with the two very di erent methods. The oscillations are slower and the electric elds decay more slowly in the semiclassical calculation than in the BoltzmannVlasov model. ForẼ =0 = 4 the plasma frequencies turn out to very di erent in the two calculations.
The kinetic theory can be improved by use of a source term that takes Pauli blocking into account. We replace the right-hand side of (4.11) with (see appendix B) dN dt dx dp = ? (1 ? 2f(p; t)) jeE(t)jlog The amplitude of the electric eld approaches a limiting value after a few oscillations, meaning that thereafter the production of particles is negligible. In the boson case an analogous e ect is seen when Bose enhancement 20] is considered, but it sets in somewhat later than for fermions. The constant amplitude re ects the absence of pair creation from virtual photons and the exponentially small spontaneous pair creation at this stage of the evolution. The fact that the electric eld reaches its limiting value more quickly for fermions than for bosons may be due to the di culty of producing more fermions once the low-momentum states have been occupied. Our semiclassical description is equivalent 19] to QED with a large number N of avors. In the large N limit any processes involving virtual photons are excluded. To include pair production via a virtual photon one must go to the next order in a 1=N expansion. A systematic 1=N expansion for the pair production problem can be obtained by using Schwinger's closed time loop generating functional 25].
The distribution function f(p; t), measured after the electric eld has reached an almost constant amplitude, may be compared to the quantum theory's n(k) after the latter is smoothed, as shown in Figures 3 and 4 . The curves have a relative displacement due to the slightly di erent value of A. This comparison displays the necessity of including the Pauli blocking term in the phenomenological model. In the absence of this term the occupation number exceeds one if the initial electric eld is strong enough as can be seen in Fig. 4(b) . This is to be expected since the source term in (4.10) is very large for a strong electric eld and it is the (1 ?2f) term that suppresses the violation of the Pauli exclusion principle.
Because of the striking similarity between the results in Figures 3(c) and 4(c), one can use the kinetic theory model to explain detailed features of the particle distribution as has often been assumed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] b (0) Let us denote the density of particles (antiparticles) in momentum k and spin state r at time t by n kr (t). We emphasize that the wavenumber k refers to the canonical momentum of the produced particle(s), which remains constant in time. We shall denote by p the corresponding time-dependent kinetic momentum see (2. i :
Due to the homogeneity of the problem, at each moment the number of particles is equal to the number of antiparticles with opposite quantum number r, i.e., n + kr (t) = n ? kr (t). The probability to create particles in each of the two spin states is equal, so that j k1 (t)j 2 = j k2 (t)j 2 . Introducing n(k; t) = n + k1 (t) + n + k2 (t) in (B.3) we obtain n(k; t + t) = n(k; t) + 2j k (t + t)j 2 1 ? n(k; t)]:
(2:4) Finally we write the rate of pair production in (3+1) dimensions as n(k; t) t = 2R k 1 ? n(k; t)] ; (2:5) where R k = j k (t + t)j 2 = t is the rate of pair production when n(k; t) = 0.
Schwinger's result for pair-production assumed that no particles are initially present. We will assume as a reasonable ansatz that even in the presence of particles R k is given by Schwinger's form for pair production from the vacuum. Thus we assume R k = ?jeE(t)jlog jeE(t)j !# (k k ? eA(t)); (2:6) where the particles are assumed to be created at rest, i. e., with kinetic momentum p k = k k ? eA(t) = 0.
The e ect of Pauli blocking is incorporated by the factor multiplying this form of R k in (B.5). In (1+1) dimensions there is no spin, and therefore the analogous result has the form n(k; t + t) = n(k; t) + j k (t + t)j 2 1 ? 2n(k; t)]; (2:7) and we can write the rate of pair production as n(k; t) t = R k 1 ? 2n(k; t)]; (2:8) where R k = j k (t + t)j 2 = t . Now we can identify the canonical phase space density n(k; t) with the Boltzmann density function in terms of the kinetic momentum p, viz., n(k; t) = f(p; t) = f(k ? eA(t); t) : (2:9) 
